WELCOME TO A
BETTER WORLD
OF WORK
www.compaira.com

Why?
To grow talent in my organisation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Candidates that match your values and your job needs
No more time wasted screening CVs
Money saved on search fees
Truly unbiased approach – removes risk of unconscious bias
Builds stronger teams through shared values and greater
diversity

Whichever side of the fence you are on there is a better way to do
things. Why not reach out for a free trial, demo or to speak with
one of our team?
Or watch how it works here:
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Job Gym
Compaira Job Gym is ready to get
you career fit
Using your Compaira profile we
help you set career goals
Based on your career goals our
Job Gym creates tailored learning
exercises to start getting fitter
Learning experiences vary from
written articles, video, coaching
options to peer support network
Your feedback and your learning
journey help Compaira to know
what really works and helps the
Job Gym get smarter too
Your progress is updated in your
Compaira profile which means
you get matched to better and
better job opportunities
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Why?
To develop my career:
Companies see my full unique potential, free from any bias
Instant matching to jobs that make sense to me
Fast, secure recruitment process online
Personalised guidance on what areas of improvement can land
me the role
5. Personal recommendations to develop my career, capabilities
and skills
1.
2.
3.
4.

“Effective resourcing and recruiting for delivery teams are essential for
software consultancies like ours. In our experience, having the right
technical skills isn’t enough to make a team successful. Our most
successful project delivery teams have complementary personalities and
work behaviours which is hard to figure out without expensive trial and
error exercises.
The Compaira platform’s modelling and analytics give us a window to see
behavioural insights that we haven’t had available before. We’ve used
these insights to give us a second opinion on our team evaluations and
allocations. Overall, our teams work, communicate, and collaborate better
than before, and our project delivery results have improved.”
- Daniel Oreta, Sales Director
Intrepid

If you’re interested to know more about our jobgym or to get a trial feel
free to contact us below

wecanbebetter@compaira.com
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